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Light scene sensor. 8x comfort polar white - KNX touch
sensor 8-fold 75168699

Berker
75168699
4011334257240 EAN/GTIN

136,09 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Light scene push button sensor 8-fold comfort pws 75168699 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type flush-mounted, with theft/dismantling protection,
number of actuation points 8, number of buttons 4, with LED display, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, surface untreated, surface design matt, Color white, RAL
number (similar) 9010, degree of protection (IP) IP20, light scene push button sensor 8-fold comfort B.IQ polar white, matt. Comfort B.IQ light scene pushbutton sensor with
dismantling protection, with one operating and eight status LEDs. Flush installation. When the button is pressed, the comfort light scene pushbutton sensor sends telegrams to
the instabus EIB, which trigger corresponding functions in the actuators. Depending on the application loaded, up to 8 light scenes can be saved and called up again or 4
telegram sequences with a maximum of 8 outputs can be generated. User module for plugging onto the Up bus coupling with disassembly protection by screwing to the bus
coupling unit. An LED is assigned to each actuating button, the function of which can be determined via the parameter settings. Each key can be freely configured. Depending
on the selected application and parameter settings for controlling switching, dimming or blind actuators and as a value transmitter in connection with scenes and telegram
sequences. The push button sensor has 2 operating levels that can be set manually. The equipment can be set in the 2nd operating level. Additional sensors can be omitted.
An alarm object enables an alarm command to be sent if the user module is separated from the bus coupler. Application properties: light scene/dimming: blocking function via
object, cascade operation of several light scene push-button sensors, actuation display: variable lighting duration of the status LED, second operating level: setting the lights,
telegrams can be sent at different times, dimming function can be set, outputs can be taken separately from light scenes, possibility of division of the 8 outputs in two
independent light scene areas, single-surface actuation, dimming function, extension function. Telegram sequence: alarm function, 4 telegram sequences, random operation,
endless operation, 8 outputs, outputs can be blocked, single-surface actuation, dimming function, extension function.
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